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• This drinks report is one of 10 super category reports designed to show high-level 

comparison and analysis for retail markets across major countries in Europe. 

• This report contains data gathered from around Europe. This market was split into the 

following categories: soft drinks, juices squashes and syrups, mineral water, coffee, tea 

and cocoa. 

• The report highlights key metrics such as total sales figures, market trends, category 

shares, and winners and losers for Europe and for individual countries. 

• The data has been sourced from IRI  retail databases and Eurostat, the statistical branch of 

administration for the European Commission. 

• The countries included in the report are: France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain 

and the United Kingdom (UK). 

• The market channels used for each country in this report are as follows: 

Country Channels used 

UK Hypermarkets, supermarkets, drugstores and impulse outlets 

ES 
Hypermarkets, supermarkets, hard discounters and drugstores, 
including the Canary Islands 

DE Hypermarkets, supermarkets, hard discounters and drugstores 

NL Hypermarkets, supermarkets, hard discounters and drugstores 

IT 
Hypermarkets, supermarkets, small self service, hard discounters and 
drugstores 

FR Hypermarkets and supermarkets 

• For analytical purposes the data sourced from available retail databases has been 

consolidated to provide consistent results. However, for some countries it has not been 

possible to source data pertaining to certain categories. When this has occurred it has been 

documented in the Notes section found at the end of the report. 
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ECONOMIC FIGURES INFLUENCING CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 

Source: Eurostat, September 2013 

The exceptional warm weather was a 
key factor behind the sales 
performance in Q1 2014. This 
resulted in positive sales increases 
for the cold beverages sectors, 
especially the water category. 

POPULATION IN 
MILLIONS 

UNEMPLOYMENT  
(%) 

AVERAGE 12 
MONTH 

INFLATION 
RATES 

GDP IN MILLIONS (€) 

Jan.  
2012 

Jan. 
2013 

Sep. 
2013 

Average 
2012 

Sep. 
2013 

Average 
2012 

2012 
2013 

(Estimate) 

France 65.3 65.6 11.1 10.2 +1.2 +2.5 2 032 297 2 059 358 

Germany 80.3 80.5 5.2 5.5 +1.8 +2.4 2 644 200 2 694 499 

Italy 59.3 59.6 12.5 10.7 +1.8 +3.5 1 565 916 1 568 388 

Netherlands 16.7 16.8 7.0 5.3 +3.1 +2.8 600 638  604 459 

Spain 46.8 46.7 26.6 25.0 +2.3 +2.3 1 049 525 1 051 076 

United 
Kingdom 

63.4 63.8 7.5 7.9 +2.7 +3.7 1 901 001  1 854 920 
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TOTAL EUROPE  -0.4% 

-3.0% 

-1.4% 

+3.9% 

VALUE SALES IN MILLIONS (€) 

Total EU 43 516 

DE 16 567 

FR 7 554 

UK 7 169* 

IT 6 186 

ES 4 119 

NL 1 922 

TOTAL DRINKS VALUE SALES AND % CHANGE VERSUS PRIOR YEAR 

*based on an exchange rate of 
€1.150 to the pound 

-0.3% 

+0.5% 

-2.1% 

TOTAL DRINKS VALUE SALES FOR THE LAST SIX QUARTERS 

Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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CATEGORY VALUE SALES        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

CATEGORY SHARE OF VALUE        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

Europe includes: France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom 

TOP 5 CATEGORIES: EVOLUTION 

Value sales (€) and % change versus a year ago 

KEY TRENDS 

• The exceptional warm weather was a key 

factor behind the sales performance in Q1 

2014. This resulted in positive sales 

increases for the cold beverage sectors 

(soft drinks, mineral water and juices, 

squashes and syrups), whereas hot 

beverages (coffee, tea and even cocoa) 

were affected adversely. 

• Thus, the performance across  Europe of 

drinks categories was diverse. Mineral 

water outperformed the other categories 

whilst coffee and tea were the categories 

in major value decline. 

• In addition, price increases continued to be 

a driving factor behind value growth across 

most European countries, except for Spain 

and France. 

Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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CATEGORY INSIGHTS 

• The European drinks market continued to decline, impacted by the coffee and tea sectors, 

whilst the cold beverage categories grew in value. But, the coffee decline was so strong that 

it affected the overall development. The decline of coffee was seen across most countries, 

except for Spain and the Netherlands. 

• Favored by the exceptional warm temperatures in the first quarter of 2014, mineral water 

remained the top growth category ahead of soft drinks. In Q1 2014, mineral water sales 

grew all over Europe. In most countries, growth came from still water and water with little 

CO², which seems to reflect an almost uniform consumer trend all across Europe.  

• For the moving annual total (MAT) ending 30th March, the UK and France combined to help 

soft drinks grow in Europe despite the declines in all other countries. However, in the first 

quarter of 2014, the soft drinks category seemed to have a turn around and increased value 

sales in Germany, the Netherlands and Spain, as well. 

• Although the coffee category declined more or less in all countries, barring Spain, Germany 

was the major driver for the poor category performance. The prices of grounded coffee were 

going down, but consumers were not willing to buy that segment any more. Indeed, the 

capsule segment grew but did not compensate the losses. This was similar in France where 

pods grew but all other segments declined. In the end, the innovative and expensive coffee 

segments grew in almost everywhere in Europe, but this did not help total coffee value sales. 

• In the latest MAT, the juices, squashes and syrups category grew in Europe. But, this was 

not true for the first quarter in 2014. Contrary to mineral water and soft drinks, the category 

did not seem to profit from the warm temperatures in the first three months of 2014. 

Europe includes: France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom 

TOP LOSERS: VALUE SALES  
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 

TOP WINNERS: VALUE SALES 
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 
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Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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KEY TRENDS 

• The Q1 2014 performance in France was 

impacted by the weather, which helped 

increase volume sales for cold drinks. 

Overall, the drinks category was a key 

contributor to growth in fast moving 

consumer goods (FMCG). 

• In the French drinks market, there was a 

noticeable difference between value and 

volume trends. This difference came from a 

hard price war between retailers and  

become more pronounced in Q1 2014 than 

in 2013. 

• The sales of soft drinks returned to growth 

in Q1 2014. Waters continued to increase 

in volume but values sales were flat. 

• Syrups were in growth, thanks to gains in 

the sodastream segment and in 

mainstream syrup. 
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CATEGORY VALUE SALES        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

CATEGORY SHARE OF VALUE        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

TOP 5 CATEGORIES: EVOLUTION 

Value sales (€) and % change versus a year ago 

Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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CATEGORY INSIGHTS 

• Water category performance was driven by more promotions and a hard price war between 

retailers which led to the category being devalued. More recently, the category has started to 

grow  in value. National brands continued to increase promotional activity and the Cristaline 

brand (low pricing) continued to grow. 

• Coca-Cola brands have increased their promotional support, and the still drinks sector 

continued to see an increase. As a result, global soft drinks has grown up. The ‘Diet’ product 

continued to decline, but the ‘Zero’ version continued to grow. 

• In syrup, the development of the soda machine trend in France has driven the development 

on syrup. Moreover, during  the financial crisis, syrup remained the cheapest drink. 

Mainstream flavor also increased (grenadian, mint, etc.) 

• In the coffee market, pods continued to increase sales, which is against the trend in overall 

coffee as the market has declined. 

• In tea, pods grew fast (Mondelez and Nestlé). Unilever was flat. 

TOP LOSERS: VALUE SALES  
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 

TOP WINNERS: VALUE SALES 
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 
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Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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KEY TRENDS 

• Besides the continuous effect of price 

increases, Q1 2014 was mainly effected by 

two occurrences: the exceptional warm 

weather and the late Easter weekend. 

• From January till March, the German 

weather was markedly dry and sunny and 

the temperature was about 3.4 degrees 

centigrade above the long year average. 

Thus, hot beverages (coffee, tea and even 

cocoa) were affected adversely, whereas 

cold beverages received a positive impact, 

especially the water category. 

• On the other hand, volume sales of soft 

drinks and, first of all, juices, squashes and 

syrups, were negatively influenced by 

postponed Easter promotions due to the late 

Easter weekend, which was end of March in 

2013, but not until the middle of April in 

2014. 

• Therefore, also in the 1st quarter of 2014, 

the contrasting trends which occurred in 

volume and value were still true for soft 

drinks and juices, squashes and syrups. 
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CATEGORY VALUE SALES        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

CATEGORY SHARE OF VALUE        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

TOP 5 CATEGORIES: EVOLUTION 

Value sales (€) and % change versus a year ago 

Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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CATEGORY INSIGHTS 

• Mineral water was the major beneficiary of exceptionally warm weather in the first quarter of 

2014. Volume sales went up by 2.1% and value sales by 2.0%, due to an increase in prices. 

There was also a persistent demand trend for still water and water with little CO². 

• Soft drink value sales grew slightly by 0.6% in Q1, while volume sales declined by 3.2%. The 

negative development still came from the water plus segment especially. Other soft drink 

segments were much more positive: 

o lemonade, due to an excellent launch by Eckes Granini Die Limo, a new premium 

priced lemonade for adults. 

o Cola, due to Aldi listing Coca-Cola, although Coca-Cola was temporally delisted at 

Lidl, probably in reaction to Aldi reducing shelf prices for Coca-Cola 

o Energy drinks, still a growing segment in Germany, driven through players like 

Red Bull, Rockstar and Monster, an increasing promotional pressure and more 

and more new flavors being launched 

o and the fairly new trend segment Fassbrause 

• Even in first quarter of 2014, juices, squashes and syrups were still driven by price increases. 

Retailers reacted to the reduced level of consumption through aggressive promotions. 

However, because of a late Easter in 2014, quite a view of last year’s Easter promotions were 

postponed from end of March (2013) to the middle of April (2014). Accordingly, Q1 volume 

sales decreased by 5.1% and value sales by 1.8%. Nevertheless, for the MAT at least, value 

sales were slightly positive, as before. 

• Coffee’s value sales continued to decline and it seems that it will last for a while. On the one 

hand, sales of the coffee category, just as all other hot beverages segments, were affected 

adversely by the markedly dry, sunny and warm weather in Q1 2014. On the other hand, the 

prices of the biggest coffee segment, roasted coffee and ground coffee were still in decline. 

Although growth came from the unground and single portions segment, both sectors could 

not compensate for the losses of the ground coffee segment.  

TOP LOSERS: VALUE SALES  
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 

TOP WINNERS: VALUE SALES 
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 
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Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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KEY TRENDS 

• In Q1 2014, the Italian market grew sales of 

the water category, thanks to the still 

segment that continued to gain market 

share (low price and wellness positioning). 

• The performance was driven by the warm 

temperatures with positive sales for water 

and a decline in sales of hot beverages 

(coffee and tea). 

• Price rises have affected all categories, due 

mainly to price increases in petrol, which 

has an impact on logistic and productive 

costs including fuel, heating and electricity 

in factories, packaging PET (polyethylene 

terephthalate) and raw materials (coffee 

and sugar).  

• This scenario drove consumers to make real 

choices of convenience that has resulted in 

sales falling (volume and value) for most 

drinks categories (water excluded). The 

trading down phenomena drove consumers 

to buy products on promotion and 

substitutive products or categories with 

lower price (private label or water instead of 

soft drinks). 
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CATEGORY VALUE SALES        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

CATEGORY SHARE OF VALUE        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

TOP 5 CATEGORIES: EVOLUTION 

Value sales (€) and % change versus a year ago 

Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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CATEGORY INSIGHTS 

• In Q1 2014, some themes continued to influence categories’ trends: 

o Weakness in consumer demand due to the economic crisis 

o Increase of inflation rate, particularly driven by price increase of several raw 

materials, e.g. coffee and petrol, that impacts the cost of transport and packaging 

(e.g. PET) 

o Retailers transferring these rising costs to the shelf prices 

• In general, since Q4 2012, we have seen the weakness of consumer demand in FMCG 

affecting the beverages market as well. In the last year, volume of the soft drink market has 

been affected by price increases and by consumers trading down. 

• The carbonated soft drinks sub-category is the market that recorded the most important 

turnover loss. Many segments (colas, orangeades, lemon lime, tonic, chinotti) recorded 

strong negative trends. 

• The capsules segment, both in the coffee and tea market, was an increasing phenomena. In 

2013 and Q1 2014, it showed a double digit trend despite the super premium price 

positioning.  

TOP LOSERS: VALUE SALES  
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 

TOP WINNERS: VALUE SALES 
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 
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Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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KEY TRENDS 

• Total drink sales declined in the 

Netherlands in value (-3.4%) and volume 

(-4.0%). This doesn’t match the growth of 

the total market.  

• Price increases impacted volume and, 

despite higher promotion support, 

shoppers bought less.   

• The only categories with positive 

development were ice tea, water and 

syrups. For ice tea and syrups, this was 

mainly due to higher promotion pressure. 

But within syrups, private label grew as a 

cheap alternative to soft drinks. 
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CATEGORY VALUE SALES        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

CATEGORY SHARE OF VALUE        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

TOP 5 CATEGORIES: EVOLUTION 

Value sales (€) and % change versus a year ago 

Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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CATEGORY INSIGHTS 

• The growth in juices, squashes and syrups was driven by the strong performance within 

squashes and syrups. This category keeps winning ‘share of throat’ at the cost of other liquid 

intake categories. This was probably also driven by more price conscious shoppers in 

economical tough times. 

• Within the mineral water category, non-carbonated water only grew because of price 

increases as volume is stable on an MAT basis. In Q1, volume also grew for this segment 

+6.6% versus same quarter last year. Within carbonated water, prices increased as well, as 

euro sales grew with 11.8% and volume with 2.2% on an MAT basis. Within water, budget 

brands like Dalphin and Hebron gained, just like luxury brands such as Marie Stella.  

• All hot drinks (coffee, chocolate and tea) declined in volume. Although premium coffee 

methods (cups, beans) still won volume share, this trend was not big enough to bring value 

growth to the whole category. Within cups, there were a lot of new brands and introductions 

like Laurino, Coffee Planet and private label at Albert Heijn and Lidl. 

• Only green tea was a segment which grew. The gain in volume came from multiple brands 

and came both from volume growth and increased prices. 

• On an MAT basis, soft drinks declined in both volume and in value. The increase in prices 

meant value sales did increase in Q1 versus the same quarter last year by 2.0%. In volume 

the decline was -0.8% with the exception of ice tea which benefitted from higher promotional 

pressure. Other categories increased their promotion activity, but failed to see a  benefit 

from this. 

 

TOP LOSERS: VALUE SALES  
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 
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KEY TRENDS 

• During the first quarter of the current year, 

the drinks market in Spain has had flat 

year-on-year value sales. 

• 2014 started with strong macro economic 

figures in the Spanish economy (gross 

domestic product and exports increases). 

• The category of juices decreased prices 

during the last quarter. Cocoa and coffee 

continued reducing their prices in the last 

months. 

• The segments experiencing volume growth 

included indian tonic water, smoothies and 

coffee capsules. 
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CATEGORY VALUE SALES        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

CATEGORY SHARE OF VALUE        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

TOP 5 CATEGORIES: EVOLUTION 

Value sales (€) and % change versus a year ago 

Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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CATEGORY INSIGHTS 

• By manufacturer, Coca-Cola Co declined in sales versus Q1 a year ago driven by their diet 

brands (Coca-Cola Light, Fanta Light and Nestea Light). Furthermore, Orangina Schweppes, 

thanks to the good figures in tonic water and Schweppes Fruit Carbs, increased sales. Private 

label continued growing above all in colas and tonic water. 

• Sales in indian tonic went up steadily in soft drinks (+8.1% value) thanks to the gin tonic 

market. New premium products were launched during the last year. 

• The most important contributor to the growth of the coffee segment was coffee capsules 

(+19.2%) versus Q1 last year. It was one of the most important contributors to the growth 

of total FMCG in Spain. 

• The still mineral water segment continued its growth thanks to brands like Bezoya (Pascual 

Calidad Group), Aquarel (Nestle) and Fuente Primavera. The supermarket store was the most 

important channel for the sales of this segment. It is significant that private label sales went 

down sharply (-2.2%).  

• Brands like Don Simon and private label grew (chilled juices) during the last quarter. Don 

Simon did an important price reduction activity.  

• There was an increased promotional policy during the last quarter in every studied segment 

versus Q1 a year ago (27.1% promotional activity for total drinks). 
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KEY TRENDS 

• Hot beverage sectors like coffee and black 

tea experienced value and volume decline 

in Q1. The exception are the green tea and 

herbal and fruit tea sectors which continue 

to deliver value and volume growth.  

• The decline in the coffee category was 

driven by instant and roast and ground 

products. The coffee pods (capsules) 

market continued to drive value growth as 

consumers seek to replicate the ‘coffee 

shop’ occasion at home. 

• The cold beverage sectors of soft drinks, 

mineral water and juices, squashes and 

syrups delivered value growth. 

• Mineral water continued to outperform the 

drinks market in volume (+13.6% in Q1). 

Both price increases and more volume 

being sold on promotion contributed to the 

success. 
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CATEGORY VALUE SALES        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

CATEGORY SHARE OF VALUE        
IN THE LAST YEAR 

TOP 5 CATEGORIES: EVOLUTION 

Value sales (€) and % change versus a year ago 
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CATEGORY INSIGHTS 

• The weather was a key factor behind sales performance in 2013 and during Q1 2014, the UK 

experienced a very mild winter. There is a correlation in the performance of hot versus cold 

beverages, with hot beverages seeing a decline whilst cold beverages had strong sales 

growth.  

• Tea continued its long term decline due to normal black tea declining in volume, even with an 

increase in promotional volume at 63.7%. These declines were not offset by the value growth 

from non-black tea sectors of fruit and herbal, specialty and green. These sectors were in 

volume growth and through implementing price increases were able to drive value sales.  

• In coffee, only the premium priced pods market delivered growth, with both instant coffee 

and roast and ground sectors in decline. Instant coffee sold more volume on promotion 

(64.8% compared to 59.3% in Q1 2013) and this has meant falling prices. Pods growth came 

from consumer demand and also promotional volume, which increased from 9.4% in Q1 

2013 to 27.6% in Q1 2014.  

• The strongest value growth in water was from flavoured still (+21.0%) and plain still 

(+16.5%). The  combination of increased prices and more promotional activity (41.8% up 

form 38.9%) helped to drive the performance across waters.   

• Value growth in soft drinks came from all sectors, but the greatest growth was from energy 

drinks and ready-to-drink juice. Growth in soft drinks came from an increase in consumer 

demand for the  smaller formats as the volume price is up year-on-year.   

TOP LOSERS: VALUE SALES  
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 

TOP WINNERS: VALUE SALES 
CHANGE VERSUS A YEAR AGO (€) 
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Source: IRI retail databases; period ending 30 March 2014 
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Notes on category definitions for countries  

Due to the diverse products found in individual countries across this market, it was necessary 

to consolidate the available data into the categories in this report. In some cases, it wasn’t 

possible to align products across all 6 countries. Those exceptions are listed below: 

Soft drinks 

• The UK data in this report does not contain iced tea and other tea based beverages and the 

other countries do 

Juices, squashes and syrups 

• The Germany data in this report includes smoothies and refrigerated fruit juice and the other 

countries do not 

Mineral water 

• The France data in this report includes flavored mineral water whereas the other countries do 

not 

• The Italy data in this report includes flavored sports drinks whereas the other countries do 

not 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Please contact Björn Steinbach,  

IRI at Bjoern.Steinbach@IRIworldwide.com or                            

+49 (0) 211 36119 150 with questions or comments about this report. 

 

 

To gain insight into opportunities across specific categories, segments, channels or retailers, 

contact your IRI client service representative regarding custom analyses leveraging the 

following resources: 

• InfoScan Census® is a syndicated retail tracking service that enables manufacturers and 

retailers to acquire industry insights used to make better business decisions. InfoScan 

Census utilises the data that IRI collects from grocery, drug, and mass merchandise retailers 

to provide the most comprehensive and accurate syndicated data offering in the FMCG 

sector.  With access to accurate, granular detail by category, geography, measure and time 

period, clients have the tools needed to develop marketing and sales strategies based on 

product performance, distribution and promotion responsiveness. All data about drinks 

comes from InfoScan Census. 

• IRI Consulting provides strategic insights and advice leveraging a variety of data sources, 

predictive analytics, enabling technologies, and business analyses to help FMCG 

manufacturers and retailers address significant sales and marketing issues effectively. 


